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Introduction 
Since the times of building the Channel Tunnel with its first regular use of EPDM 
rubber gaskets the development of profile geometry design and gasket corner design 
has been developed by design engineers of the rubber industry.  

From some tunnel projects it has been reported, that concrete spalling happens 
mainly in the gasket corner area, in the situation of a T-joint between three segments. 
It was found, that the gasket corners were too massive, and some injected material 
flew into the hollow canals of profiles, by this reducing or even blocking their 
deformability. 

Requirements 
The STUVA recommendations, dated 2005/2006, describe test methods and 
requirements on rubber gaskets for segmental liners. Important tests are 24 hours 
water tightness test with two times of service pressure, 3 months stress relaxation 
test at elevated temperatures, and a brand new corner-load-deflection test. But, there 
are no specific requirements on allowable reaction loads given. 

Tests on concrete spalling 
In 2008, at the University of Hanover, financed by the BASt in Cologne, tests were 
done on concrete blocks in T-joint-situation. Two producers of rubber gaskets with 3 
different profile sizes, two types of concrete quality, two types of reinforcement, have 
been tested until concrete spalling of the groove shoulder happened. Thus, the 
limiting factors of loads (kN/m) or of filling degree rubber/groove could be determined. 
The received values are that a spalling happens with reaction loads higher than 230 
kN/m or with groove filling degree of 100%. 

Optimization of gasket corner design 
To reduce the rubber volume of gasket corners, at that time, solutions have been 
offered by two rubber companies only. The best result has been achieved by a 
design from Dr. Werner Grabe, which has been produced and supplied by ES 
Rubber. This design is now a European patent. Rectangular pins in the mold close 
the hollow canals of profile and further cylindrical pins just reduce volume. At the 
same time the tip of the corner stays fully supported. 

The same design rules can also be used for anchored gaskets. 

Whilst a massive rubber corner without volume reduction had a reaction load of 300 
% of the rubber profile, the soft corner of the Grabe’s design has a reaction load of 
around 120 % of the rubber profile only. 
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Practical experiences 
A first reference of the ES Rubber’s soft gasket corner has been supplied in 2008 for 
the Diabolo tunnel in Belgium, under the runways of Brussels’ Zaventem airport. 

Since then, many further tunnels could be equipped with gaskets having soft corners. 
Easy installation process during ring-build and water tight tunnels have been reported 
by the contractors. 

Many water tightness tests with soft gaskets corners have been done since 2006, for 
mayor German train tunnels up to 18 bar test pressure. Extreme test pressure with 
water tightness has been 33 bar so far. 

Soft gasket corners for coextruded hydrophilic seals were developed and are 
successfully used in very high quantities for the Indian and Singaporean markets. 

Soft gasket corners for anchored seals will soon be used in Tel Aviv Metro Line. 
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Some pictures: 

 

Concrete spalling due to massive rubber 
corner 

Spalling tests on concrete blocks 

Grabe’s soft corner   Segment for Diabolo tunnel 

Hydrophilic gasket corner  Anchored gasket corner 

 


